Endorsement from the Head of the Institution

(To be given on University/ Institute/Organisation/College Letter head)

This is to certify that:

1. Certified that the Institute welcomes participation of ..............................as the Principal Investigator and ..................................................as the Co- Investigator/s for the project titled .............................................................. and that in the unforeseen event of discontinuance by the Principal Investigator, the Principal Co-Investigator will assume the responsibility of the fruitful completion of the project with due information to SERB.

2. The date of project starts from the date on which the University/Institute/ Organisation/College receives the grant from SCIENCE & ENGINEERING RESEARCH BOARD (SERB), New Delhi.

3. The investigator will be governed by the rules and regulations of University/ Institute/Organisation/College and will be under administrative control of the University/ Institute/Organisation/College for the duration of the project.

4. The grant-in-aid by the SCIENCE & ENGINEERING RESEARCH BOARD (SERB), New Delhi will be used to meet the expenditure on the project and for the period for which the project has been sanctioned as mentioned in the sanction order.

5. No administrative or other liability will be attached to SCIENCE & ENGINEERING RESEARCH BOARD (SERB), New Delhi at the end of the project.

6. The University/Institute/Organisation/College will provide basic infrastructure and other required facilities to the investigator for undertaking the research project.

7. The University/ Institute/Organisation/College will take into its books all assets created in the above project and its disposal would be at the discretion of SCIENCE & ENGINEERING RESEARCH BOARD (SERB), New Delhi.

8. The University/ Institute/Organisation/College assumes to undertake the financial and other management responsibilities of the project.

Seal of

University/ Institute/Organisation/College

Signature

Registrar of University/Head of the Institute/Head of organisation / Principal of College

Date: